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 Colours of Mexico   
5 Mins                                                                                                 

Discover Mexico and its magnificent mix of backdrops with Kilian 

Bron and his team. This is a melting pot of unusual images 

captured in the craziest and unique places across the country! Let 

yourself be transported from the tops of Mexico's most active 

volcanoes to the steep and colourful streets of historic villages.   

 

Saving Glaciers   
9 Mins                                                                                                 

A scientist and his team on a mission to halt the melting of glaciers 

in the Alps. Determined that the melting and eventual 

disappearance of glaciers in the Alps can be averted, Dr. Felix Keller, 

a Swiss glaciologist, and his team set out to create a complex snow 

cabling system, recycling glacial meltwater into snow. 

 

 

Doo Sar ( Tour Edit) 

21 Mins                                                                                                 

Two peaks, two friends, and two ski descents. Andrzej 

Bargiel and Jędrek Baranowski roam through Karakoram 

to create their own history. This movie is a skiing journey 

told by friends, full of passion and love for high mountains 

and skiing over 6000 meters.; The Karakoram Ski 

Expedition aimed to climb and ski down two six-

thousands – located in the Ghidims-Dur Valley, Yawash 

Sar II peak (6,178 m above sea level) Laila Peak (6,096 m 

above sea level) situated in the Hushe Valley. 

 

 

 

Walking on Clouds 

07 Mins                                                                                                 

In the city of Praia Grande, Santa Catarina, Brazil, 

Rafael Bridi attempts  the highest highline record in 

the world by setting his line above the clouds. 

 

 

 



 

Creation Theory ( Award) 

22 Mins                                                                                                 

Nature’s raw elements converge in the 

Westfjords of Iceland, taking us on a journey 

from the interstellar birth of gravity and 

rhythm, to their ultimate human creative 

expression: surfer on wave, snowboarder on 

peak, and musician on stage. 

 

 

 

A Baffin Vacation 

12 Mins                                                                                                 

Erik Boomer and Sarah McNair-Landry set off 

on a bold multi-sport 45-day expedition 

traveling through the remote landscape of 

Baffin Island in search of stunning cliffs to 

climb and unexplored rivers to  Kayak. 

 

 

Nuisance Bear ( Award) 

14 Mins                                                                                                 

Churchill, Manitoba, is famous as an 

international destination for photographing 

polar bears.  We’ve seen the majestic images 

and classic wildlife series captured here, but 

what do these bears see of us? Through a 

shift in perspective, Nuisance Bear  reveals an 

obstacle course of tourist paparazzi and 

wildlife officers whom bears must navigate 

during their annual migration. 

 

 

 

Continuum 

02 Mins                                                                                                 

Everything is connected. Each ride is an 

extension of the one before and each 

reentry is a transition to the next launch. 

Each experience builds on one another 

toward a flow state of endless 

progression. 

 

 

 

 

 



Lapporten Skyline ( Tour edit) 

19 Mins                                                                                                 

During the summer of 2021, some of the best 

highliners in the world head for the iconic 

Lapporten Gap juyhst outside Abisko in 

Northern Sweden. The plan is to put up a two-

kilometer-long highline 600 metres above the 

deck and then walk across. If they succeed, it will 

be a new world record. 

 

 

 

 

Reel Rock : Cenote 

09 Mins                                                                                                 

A young papaya farmer discovers the pure joy 

of climbing in the crystalline limestone 

sinkholes of Mexico’s Yucatán Peninsula. 

 

. 

 

 

 

Flow 

05 Mins                                                                                                 

Flow is an aerial and symphonic journey with 

skier Sam Favret, in the heart of a closed resort 

during the winter of 2021 – a with doses of 

unreality, serenity, powerful skiing, and  above 

all, the pleasure of rediscovering a playground in 

its wild state.   

 

 

 

 

Do a Wheelie 

06 Mins                                                                                                 

Join Danny MacAskill and a host of friends as he 

pushes the boundaries of the humble wheelie 

and learns a thing or two from friends old and 

new. 


